NOTICE INVITING QUOTATION

Sealed quotations are being invited for repairing of the following at Kusunda Auto Work, shop, inspection for the same may be made at site during the working hours.

Job Description: Estimated cost: Earnest Money 1%.

1. Cabin floor, cabin back, cabin door complete.
2. Front & rear side walls, front & side pillars, rear side pillars, reconditioning necessary.
3. Complete ceiling, front step (door) 6m overhead.
4. Reconditioning necessary, stock would be supplied for work order.
5. SSI Registration in respect of those which is valid Pen No.
6. Payment terms within 30 days or after satisfactory performance report.
7. The cash for Earnest money will be accepted by the A.P. Kusunda Area, 9:30AM to 4PM on all working day/hour.
8. Tender not accompanied with earnest money report will no consider. The earnest money of unsuccessful tenderer be refundable without any interest for both.
9. Management reserves the right to cancel the tender without assigning any reason.

CC: All Branch Officers Kusunda, Sauraha, Brandhan, Brandhan (Foil), Kusunda, Kusunda Area.
CC: ACC, Kusunda Area.
CC: Notice Board.
CC: Office copy.